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The human language is like a cracked kettle on which we beat
out a tune for a dancing bear, when we hope with our music to
move the stars."
Gustave Flaubert
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Susie Greenberg

David Hayes
P.
The Virgin Mary appeared to a crowd
of pro-democracy demonstrators in Czechoslovakia.
Her aunt returned from the country
with a necklace of gold beads,
once wood.
Her brother's death in a car crash
strengthened her faith in God.
A boy she spoke with for a few hours,
the amazed and willing object of
her pity.

Noah Reibel
Elijah Under Seige
"This place has only one short order cook
so he must be good"
~ TSIA CARSON

I hose crafty motherfuckers.
They tossed glass against the walls
again, last night leaping from vine to vine
they beat up our mothers.
I am a stooping Jew who spits on them,
a ranting antediluvian, knitting and peering through
slits in the brickwork, fitting threads
together; a sweater for me.
But they wouldn't stop,
even in the middle of the night.
I hey acted as if they had some god-given
right to do it too, when they propped me up
(although when my daughter came in they stopped
and smiled) and crowned my head with a simple wreath
and a simple sign they hung beneath my chest
which read "Elijah."
My daughter smiles back,
I noticed that the last time they came.
I don't think she even knew them but she danced
with them just the same, shamelessly
though and with unequaled grace, she certainly
set the pace now didn't she, her face flaming crimsonwas that a blush? Every boy she touched thought
he'd met his better half. Tonight,
it might have been her laughter I heard

coming from the hall where they
scrawl obscene words on my door jamb . . .
I mistook it for a birdcall
it was so beautiful.
They began bombing the basement a week ago.
We don't stand a chance, really, once they hit the
foundations I imagine she'll collapse. And I've seen themseen them chipping away, ripping into the bricking,
pissing, perhaps, all along the crawlspace, making their way
to my daughter, (who wears three rings now in her ear)
perhaps I should have fought harder when I found her;
fear-bound in leather, a feather in her lap.
Still you know the warmer weather comes my way
when I'll sit on the terrace humming a tune
or will I sing? ... or perhaps I'll just crouch out there
considering the distance beneath me
and the moon above, where nothing grows,
even in Spring.
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Edward Bodine
Two Poems
The Typesetter
I he tall man in an ashen shirt and loose smock,
He sat there, the old Typesetter, slapping keys,
Flipping levers at the base of something like
Medieval man's vision of the celestial machine.
Above him reeled arms, thrashed belts, slowly dropped
The twenty-pound wafer of lead like a clock's weight,
Circulated the brass slats, each a letter's relief,
I hrough opened shafts, pressed into the hot chrome,
Stacked to descend and relay all over.
He turned it off and all stopped in mid-motion,
Brought the warm staves of a paragraph past me
To fix in vice for print, but strangely left a shiny
I ypo token for my presence.
He sanded, arranged, fastened, sweated, cursed,
Mumbled some strange things, sometimes in anger,
Sometimes in dismay, but never once sought my eyes;
Fumbled with a cigarette from the impression on his
Breast, and all that he touched was tarnished.
I he dust of lead covered flt>or, tables, machines;
I he white about his tobacco soon showed his marks,
From fingers and palms etched with dull gray.
Nails were black crescents; its dust dotted the pores,
l.ips were darkened from when he rubbed in rumination.
He returned to his craned bulb to animate all
I he deafening noise and frantic commotion,
And I thought of the Franklin Expedition to the Pole.
Did he share their raw despair?
I hey too had darkened lips in that cold;
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Lived from lead-lined cans that held their salt-meats,
Lost all passion and reason for the goal,
Starved insane, desolated from faith,
And left to the cold, bodies of yellow skin
Sunken around the hardened gel of eyes and
Brittle teeth and bones.

On a Highland Pond
Here all the sounds come to me:
The quiet roar of a warm Hudson train,
The long-travelled tolling of St. Philip's,
The celestial buzz of some hidden plane.
Here the far-off glow of a city's sodium lights,
A feeding stream's sibilance,
The darkness of surrounding woods,
The stillness of Winter's night,
All come to me with serene patience.
On this perfect glass I mock the
Waters' nature, allowed here,
But only briefly, to brazenly stand and
Flit about like some miraculous insect.
Over its face on sharpened blades
I am noisily etching my marks.
T he suspension holds no value to one
Ignorant of the dreadful martyrdom
That must run its course perhaps
Beneath these dim waters.
An expanse of ice so hard and flat,
As if truly the floor of all,
Its perfection shines my own image,
Even in such little light.
5
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In my separation, what of the dark formations?
The obscure depths beneath the seasons:
A sunken refrigerator's faint image that
Once played upon the water's surface —
Way down a child's toy sailboat,
Its gay colors long dulled by grime,
Once drifted too far-forsaken,
Now half-buried below —
Scattered tires, still bearing
Faint rings turned green, settled in brown,
A bottomless bog of mud.
Frenzied streams of bubbles that wander
Up from the darkness of a primal depth.
I have looked many times,
Each time to see my face hard upon dark ice,
Or fragmenting against a white sky.
Around me I have drawn my designs —
So many scores I'd never retrace.
But a fissure stretches itself through the ice,
Breaking the quiet with its short struggle,
Cracking the pond with its force.
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Gedney Webb
A Piece for Time
This piece was written for Mr. and Mrs. Philips Smith who live in Pawl
ing, New York. Mr. Smith has been Headmaster at The Trinity-Pawling
School for the last 20 years and will be retiring this year. Even though this
piece is a condensed version of the original, the continual, consistent
rhythms are representative of Mr. Smith's continual, consistent dedication
as Headmaster of The Trinity-Pawling School.
note • 120
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Daniel H. Chadwick
Last Day on the Mojave Desert
Figures are rising up from behind boulders,
their eyes reddening in the smoke pouring down
from burning woods on the mountain behind the sun.
A turkey vulture swoops,
its feathers blackening in the baleful fire gaze
of the earth's last sunset, before endless frozen night
in the depths of a cloud.
Peyote of dust,
crumbling
as tattered shreds of wind
touch it
before rotting away.
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Danielle Pinedo
Two Poems
Sunrise in the Greyhound
He sat
Beside me
Away from
The window
Because windows
He said
Are dangerous
And he asked
Me why life
Was Nothing
More than
One
Drunken

Ball
Rolling
Through the day
Rolling
Through the night
Rising
With the moon
Falling
With the sun
Or not
Moving at all.
He drank
Until
The sun
In our
21
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Silent Greyhound
Rose as
An enormous
Red ball
And he stumbled
To the window
To catch it

Contraction
Imagine her in that bare white room
Like a mother fighting for her child
With a body, worn from contraction
Her hair, tightened in a grey knot
And big, white sheets that cleverly obscure
What outsiders are not supposed to notice
Her, shaking her head, once, twice
While making long groans
To the echo of an imagined conversation
But what she conceives
Is not this room where lamentation
Seals on white ruptured walls
Nor the tubes, strings and
Other things that give it
This definite appearance
But —beaches, cars, ballroom dancing
Playing hooky in the war, grandpa —
Is there anything she has forgotten?
And I? I concentrate on the
Motion of her body: Contracting, resting
Contracting, resting, resting, resting-

DANIELLE PINEDO

While pressing my body, harder, harder
Until feeling her heartbeat close to mine
But as the sound loses its rhythm
And the electric blue mountains
Become lowlands again
I am forced to look at her definite face
That suddenly seems above the highlands
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Noah Reibel
Beginnings
In memoriam Donald Bartbelme: 1911-1989
When?
It will all begin when the mechanism is triggered off by a propensity of
heat, (see Ignition) Afterwards it will proceed according to design. All you
have to do is follow the procedure outlined in your rulebook. This is what
we call a self-activating system. Once set in motion, nothing we do will stop
it. Once set in motion, nothing we do. Once set in motion, nothing we
Once set in motion nothing we Once set in motion nothing we Oncexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooooo
What a bright light shines in my face when I wake up. What feathers in
my bed. What a large lump in my dry throat. What feathers in my bed.
What a strange ringing in my ear (the bombing of nearby cities?). The light
is blinding. The light is bright. The light is white. The light is red. The light
is white. The light is red. The light is white and red and so on for periodic
intervals during the following five minutes. Then it fades out, but it never
disappears. The Itgbt never disappears entirely. Later, all this coalesces into a
green space; dark green, great china blue stripes.
I he last time I spoke to Mother she told me not to expect too much from
people and to keep a good amount of food around the house, particularly
cold cuts because sandwiches are easy. She also wished me good luck and
told me not to come home until I was prepared to change my ways. I told
her to take care. I told her to give up the race track; our family had no
history with good luck, in streaks or shots. I told her to please send me more
tapes of her reading from the works of Baruch Spinoza, which I had so far
enjoyed thoroughly. I told her I often smelled something like her hair Her
voice sounded melodic. Her voice sounded strange. It did not sound like
Mother at all. I began to wonder if the voice might be the voice of someone
else's mother. Or maybe it was no mother at all but rather a father who was
a mother impersonator. I realized all this much later, after the fact; perhaps I
only thought of it just now.
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Mother told me she had something to tell me but she'd forgotten what it
was and then she put me on hold. I was waiting on the line when we were
disconnected.
Every day Madamoiselle Z. wears a leather mini-skin and a cotton blouse
under her military blazer. The colors of the revolution are displayed neatly
on her shoulder epaulettes. The pointer which is held in her left hand taps
gently on the toe of her left boot. She holds a pointer gently in her left hand
which taps on the toe of her left boot. The toe of her left boot is tapped
gently by the pointer in her left hand. Pointer, left hand, gently taps toe, left
boot. The gentle pointer taps her toe. Tap, tap, tap.
She is facing the class now. Her pointer directs our attention to a series of
projected slides depicting the average gestation period of the rhesus
monkey. She tells us that we (the class) are sufferers of the greatest case of
collective historical amnesia known to date. She says she is not here to teach
us anything. She is not a teacher. That is not her job. Her job is to aid us in
remembering what we claim never to have known. She says, "It is my job to
help you restore severed links between your short and long term memories
stores. As she speaks the tip of her pointer brushes the insides of her thighs
and disappears beneath the hem of her skirt. She says, "I can assist you by
pairing resonant retrieval cues with storage cues, perhaps we will find our
minds more accessible than we think. Yes?"
These are the colors that have never been seen before. This is the sound
of running water. Here is a childhood memory as poignant as the smell of
pickled herring. Look at that land. You will never walk on it.
Where?
At the bottom, from whence you build, deliberately.
In sleep: a sleep from which you awake feeling like you've just gotten the
shit kicked out of you.
Downtown.
When?
3:15 A.M.
Somewhere between Bleeker and Barrow St. I got lost and wound up in a
tafe called The Valve.' I sat down at a corner table. The seating was
precarious. The table was too tall for the chair. The chair was too small for
the table. The place was too small for the people. The Valve' was that kind
of place.
25
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I was beginning to feel a little dizzy. 1 ordered two eggs, sunny side up and
I ordered some toast. I ordered a cup of coffee.
1 knew shortly after I arrived; I'd been here before. I felt immediately
familiar with the surroundings although I'd no recollection of ever having
previously entered The Valve.' Perhaps, (you might say), this was an exam
ple of the phenomena people commonly refer to as 'deja vu.' I have never
experienced deja vu and do not necessarily believe in its existence. How
ever, I once knew a girl who claimed most of her life felt like deja vu. She
said she felt suckered. She said she'd never experience genuine surprise. She
said it was like she dreamed her life before living it. Still, that's another story
entirely. That's the story of the girl who suffered chronic deja vu and this
story is not that one. They are two different stories. One is not the other.
They are not the same. They are independent of one another. Funny
though, how one runs into the other like that.
Then I recognized one of the patrons. She was a girl with bright red hair
which had been shaved off one side of her head. I got the feeling she was a
regular here at The Valve.' I got the feeling 1 was a regular here at The
Valve.' Shortly after the food was served she came over to the table and asked
for a light. She sat down. She said she rarely forgot a face and asked me
where we could have met. She said this in a low hushed tone, as though she
were divulging state secrets. I said I was not really sure. She looked at me
and began laughing. She said that if we hadn't met before it's a good thing
we did now and I told her she was probably right —it's a good thing. She
says, "Let me introduce a friend of mine."
I look up. It's Mademoiselle Z! I spill hot coffee on my crotch.
"Hello, Thomas."
Mademoiselle Z. calls me Thomas. That's not my name. My proper name
is David. She knows that. She also knows that I am well into my thirties.
Nevertheless, she insists that I am six. I have repeatedly pointed out the
unassailable evidence which contradicts her evaluations (i.e. a profusion of
hair about my chest and legs indicative of post-pubescent anatomy). She has
repeatedly sent me off to my cot, without juice and cookie break. Later on I
must lie prostrate on the floor in front of her desk before I am once again
allowed to play on the junglegym like my classmates.
Outside of The Valve' some hairy motherfucker comes up to me on the
street and asks if I've heard the news.
"What news?"
"A man stormed a Detroit schoolroom and mowed down a classroom of
fifteen with a semi-automatic weapon."
"Really?"

NOAH REIBEL
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"Yes."
"Anything else."
"Yes. A slight chance of rain and a falling barometer at around 50%."
What?
There is a chalice hidden in the highest mountaintop outside of Madrid.
On it arc inscribed the words "my maker didn't finish." The man who drinks
from this chalice knows fear. Or so it's been rumored.
There is a church in Manila which cannot be seen. It is so small.
I here is a man who spends all of his days in the same bar writing love let
ters to his six year old niece.
What can the author possibly mean by all these beginnings? A beginning
is the seed of a logical extension, a storyline. A storyline, or plot, resolves
itself in the denouement, which usually arrives at the end of the story. None
of the beginnings in this story have endings. They do not function cohesively
with the machine. They stick out like sore thumbs. They remain
independent, eluding a frame. Beginnings are agents of limitless possibility.
When will they fulfill their promise? These are beginnings that have barely
begun. When will they end?
I here was this Eskimo once who liked to eat catfish. All the other
Eskimoes ate whale fat and seal steaks and other Eskimo foods. This one
Eskimo had gotten hold of some catfish and some scrod during a three week
vacation south to New Orleans. Now he was unwilling to settle for whale
hit and seal steaks. He'd tasted better. There was nothing he wouldn't give
•or a charcoal black Cajun-cooked catfish.
See? The expectations are tremendous, but I have a feeling they wont be
met. Begin again," said Mademoiselle Z, "and again. How many times have
I let you down?"
Not many times."
I hen you have no choice. Trust me."
( reative writing assignments I submitted to Mademoiselle Z. and their
respective grades:
'• "There are many words to choose from, but I choose these. They are
the words I am going to use. They are small words. They are big stupid
words. They become as necessary as the meanings they despise. Words are
not pens, although a good pen can make a nice word." Grade—C
2. Yea, when I was but a wee lad I was filled with a desire to see the
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remotest parts of the known globe, so I took to the sea. I left my fair
bronze-haired lass at home. I left my starry-eyed maiden at home. I left my
luscious honeysuckle lady at home. I left the soothing caress of my spring
time sparrow at home. I know now there is no expanse of land as fine as the
soft arc of skin which dips gracefully under her chin arriving softly at her
shoulder." Grade—C
3. "Allah on his prow like a cock with feathers unfurled." Grade-C
4. "D-That is a box. It has four sides. Each side is equal in length to all
the others. That is a square." Grade -A +
How?
When they asked politely we complied. We stepped down from our
posts. We passed the reins. There was nothing we could do. We said, the
Revolution is victorious. Two days later the shops re-opened. I went down
to my grocer's and ordered a dozen eggs. My grocer said to me, " These are
tremendous times. These are important times. Long live the revolution." I
said "Long live the revolution" and I left the store. I am going to make a big
omelette with my eggs. I am going to put bits of sausage in the omelette that
I make with my eggs. I will spend the remainder of my day feeding pigcoils
in the courtyard. Why a grey light persists through the remainder I can't
say.
Fill in the appropriate blanks.

GREENBERG
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Susie Greevberg

Jennifer Joerg Blum
I Saw Elvis Buyin' Fruit Loops
CHARACTERS
MAN-

Heavyset, in bis early /mid-fifties, dissipated-looking and jowly,
longisb blond hair with definite sideburns. Wearing a navy leisure
suit, a multitude of gold cbams, and a gold Rolex.
YVONNE -A fat woman in ber early forties, witb a beehive hairdo and bright
magenta lipstick. Wearing a lime-green polyester pantsuit witb
large flowers that makes ber resemble a couch. Clutching an em
broidered handbag and an Enquirer magazine.

SETTING
A phone booth outside of a large supermarket, next to a Tennessee highway
(The MAN has just entered the phone booth and deposited a
handful of change. He dials a number, swears, and begins to
dig through his pockets for more change. YVONNE rushes
up, face red, breathing hard, and waving the magazine fran
tically. She slams the door to the phone booth open.)
YVONNE
Outta that booth! Mister, git outta that booth!
MAN
Excuse me, darlin', I'm tryin' to make a phone call here,
(starts to pull the door shut)
YVONNE
(wrenches it open)
Mister, I swear if you don't git outta that there booth, I'm gonna pull you
out. I know I look delicate, but I'm a woman inspired and I can do it!
MAN
Now look here, lady, this is jist plain rude. I got here first and I'm using
this here phone. Now if you have to call one of yer lady friends, there's
another pay phone jist down the road a-ways in Hank's drugstore-Lady,
what're you doin'? What the-git the heck outta here!
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(YVONNE is attempting to physically wrestle the man out of
the booth. There is a brief struggle which ends in his pushing
her out none too gently.)
YVONNE
I warned you! Don't make me try it again—this time I won't be so gentle
with you. I bave to use this phone now, ya big lug!
MAN
I ain't never compared a woman to no animal before, but lady, you are
one pushy sow. Now what's the deal here? Are you in some kinda trouble?
Someone chasm' you —for whatever godforsaken reason that might be? Kids
sick at home?
YVONNE
It's much more serious than that. This is a real live emergency.
MAN
Well now, honey, why didn't you Vl y so? What's the problem-I'll help
ya take care of everythin*.
YVONNE
Well . . I don't know if I should tell anybody this ... I mean, if word
gits out, we could have a riot on our hands . . .
MAN
Dont go gittin' in a sweat, sugar, 111 handle everythin'. Now work some
air into those precious lungs and give me the whole story.
YVONNE
All right —but you have to let me use the phone!
MAN
I give you mah word.
YVONNE
(looks around furtively, then shouts)
I saw Elvis in there in the supermarket!

Uh-huh.

MAN

3'
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YVONNE
As 1 live and breathe I did! I was standin in line readin' my magazine
here and fightin' with the little snip checkin' out the groceries-she put the
canned peas on top of the bread, would you believe that, she squished it all
to hell and then denied it . . . anyway, so there 1 was, arguin' and readin'
about the Elvis spotline that you kin call if you spot the man — they give you
a reward and interview and all-and I looked over at aisle four and the
King was there himself in all bis glory\ A coincidence planned by the Good
Lord. Oh, he was buyin' a few six-packs of beer, three Hungry Man din
ners, and Aqua Velva. And a box of Fruit Loops. I knew it was him right
away. Mah knees jist turned to water and mah heart started simply jluttenn'
in mah chest! I grabbed mah magazine and followed him outside jist in time
to see him git in his pick-up truck and drive that a-way. But I got the
license number and saw he had the dearest bumper sticker: HONK IF YOU
LOVE JESUS. So I got to call the hotline! I gotta tell them Elvis is alive\
(she stops, sweating profusely)
MAN
I see.
YVONNE
I knew you would! So let me in!
MAN
Well now . . . how did you know it was really Elvis?
YVONNE
Oh please . , . how would any woman know it was the King? That long
black hair . . those sexy sideburns . . . that hot little mouth . . . those
swivelin' hips . . .
MAN
l^ady, I don't know how you kin be so sure. I think yer deluded. Why
would Elvis be buyin* a box of Fruit Loops? Why would he be drivin' a pick
up3 I hats jist damn foolery. Why don t you go watch a nice afternoon soap
and let me make mah phone call, okay, hon?
(shuts the door)
YVONNE
(pounding on the door with both fists)
Of all the nerve! I saw the King, you hear me, the King! Elvis! He's gettin'
farther away as I stand here helpless! Oh, let me in, let me use that ph one,
I m warnin' you! I think I'm havin' a heat stroke!
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MAN
(opens the door with a resigned sigh)
You jist ain't the retirin' type, are you, lady?
YVONNE
Let me in, ya damn fool!
MAN
Okay, look here. I'm gonna tell ya somethin' that may shock you right
outta yer little white socks, but at least maybe I can make mah call in
peace.
YVONNE
What.
MAN
Lady . . . you didn't see Elvis —
YVONNE
Are you callin' me a liar!
MAN
-because I'm Elvis.
YVONNE
(laughs hysterically, then stops abruptly)
Now, that's not very funny. This is a terrible time fer a joke.
MAN
Don't ya recognize me? So I gained a little weight. Dyed mah hair. I
think it makes me look younger, don't ya? No one'd ever guess the King's
almost fifty-six. I know, ya don't have to tell me.
(he preens)
YVONNE
Mister, yer crazy.
MAN
Dont ya recognize mah sexy sideburns? Mah hot mouth? (sings) "Love me
tender . . ." Want me to swivel mah hips for ya?
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YVONNE
Oh mah Gawd-I git it. Yer a sex prevert. I picked a phone booth with
a filthy, disgustin' sex prevert in it. Good Lord.
MAN
Ya don't believe me? Let me prove it to ya, honey. They used ta call me
Elvis the Pelvis, ya know.
(starts moving out of the booth, humping and grinding)
YVONNE
No, you git-jist git-you stay away from me! Crazy! Prevert! Oh mah
Gawd—tbat is oh scene. As I live and breathe—git away —I'm goin' to
Hank's drugstore, ya disgustin'—pig!
(she waddles away as quickly as possible)

MAN
(smiling, enters the phone booth, digs change out of a pocket,
deposits it, and dials a number)
Miss Priscilla? That you, honey-lamb? I'm sorry I'm late. 1 had ta
fight ta use the phone-a woman wanted to use it to call that dang Enquirer
hotline. Thinks she saw me in the supermarket buyin' a box of Fruit Loops
and then drivin' away in a pick-up. Don't that beat all? Fruit Loops. Lord,
there's a lot of crazies out there these days. Now I fcrgit, 'Cilia, darlin', did
you want red wine or white to go with them steaks?

David B. Ansbocher
'Eccentricity' for Pianist and Ballboy
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A Note from the Composer
When I was first approached about publishing this composition in Hika, I
was hesitant. I do feel that the excitement in this piece comes from hearing
the sounds of ping-pong balls bouncing off piano strings and from watching
the performer dance maniacally around the piano after stray balls; I am
afraid that none of this comes across in a casual reading of the manuscript.
What is accomplished, however, is an appreciation for alternative forms of
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notation, not to mention a different conception of what "music" is (if you
agree it is music at all!). The staff is based on the divisions created on the
inside of the piano by the iron constructs of the piano, with the highest strings
in Section 1 and the lowest in Section 6. The music itself is fairly selfexplanatory, with the piece beginning and ending with the pianist randomly
hurling all eight balls on the piano.

-•»

-David B. Ansbocbrr
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Mike Hallenbeck
UFOs
Lori shuffles truckers like a card shark.
During rushes she is the puppeteer, pulling
strings as if each table were a marionette
each happy at the right tug and time.
"Keep it rolling," snarls Ron sidelong
when it's busy. And "rolling" is the right word:
Lori lobs huge round trays across the floor,
trays, plates, and the flapjacks inside,
and it's clockwork, gears and cogs biting and
spinning in time. Lori wants some good wrist
action: she wants to cast the plates on the tables
with a nice spin, she wants to watch them whirl.
On break Lori checks out the Weekly World News.
Lost leafing through newsprint, she lights
on the headline:
UFOs TOOK ME ON A 3-DAY PLEASURE CRUISE.
She delves into text, a deep-sea diver:
"Yugoslavian authorities deny authenticity,
but this traveller knows the truth!"
Notched in the ashtray, her cigarette smolders.
On break she sits on the bench out front
and smokes, watching the plastic life-size brown
cow in its fence where little kids stand
and have their pictures taken, and the highway
beyond. In the night the road streams with lights,
a serpentine will-o-the-wisp flashing past;
and she stamps out her cigarette and heads inside.
Next break, Lori nods off, cigarette clutched,
sidestream smoke misting her dozing
as she dreams of steam, and the blinding
38

glare, gold, blue, and vermillion,
and the voices like velvet stream through her,
and the glow presses warm in a brilliant embrace
and she is lifted, and spirited
to a place where there are no trucks, no one eats,
no highways to cross, no sleep to wake from,
and all is energy without friction, mixing,
where anyone can occupy simultaneous space
among stars that burn like ice, like cigarettes.
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Daniel Phillips
Two Poems
Breakfast at Alma s
This is a place you came to for treasure,
where the coffee is a bottomless cup of gold
and eggs are tiny suns, smiling.
Here you hunched with the city's pilgrims,
calm in the bustle, serving each other stories.
Maybe you even fed them my adventures, those of
the boy who couldn't keep his eyes off the clouds.
And the waitresses would scissor their legs around tables,
and the man at the cash register would have a joke,
so that soon the place would be blooming with laughter.
For hundreds of Sundays, time after time,
here was a tiny golden piece of the world,
reminding you that the whole thing is precious.
Whenever you returned home, I could always see
that the bounty had gotten to you;
you were beaming and longing to share.
But I could never understand your glories
or your lifelong battle with the overcast
or why, when it ended, mother said
to remember you that way.
Well, I hope it's not too late;
I hope the years haven't diminished
my first breakfast at Alma's.
For I know how I'm going to make my exit:
like a pirate,
counting the treasure of a place and a life
where the waitresses jabber poetry
and the man at the cash register smiles symphonies
and the coffee is a bottomless cup of gold.
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The Taste of Water
On nights when only black elms cradled us
in their one hundred foot small shadows,
we took sips of each other, flying earthwards.
Just like a dancer, she arched her white throat
to remind my lips of the taste of water,
coursing somewhere beneath her sugary pores.
As the branches began to undress us, revolving,
and as a complete, impossible drunkenness was reached,
I was always shocked to find that this deep intoxicant
only further paled her confection-skin
just as one hand clapping would shake a scholar.
Tearing her eyes open before we were even swelled,
she snapped our so finely whispered web
and pushed the trees back to their
ugly place.
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Julian C. Sheppard
In the Green and the Yellow Water
caught rainbows in fishnets full of promises and disingenuousness
believe you just may be the most beautiful thing as they say
have ever seen in my entire godforsaken life and so could
please take your hand and drag you with me to where
destroy people like you because when love grows as
grow it all it can ever ever do is destroy and
don't think you deserve that half as much as
think some of those others did the nets
grasp warm and sticky in hands that
cannot trust and the rainbows
caught try and wriggle free
cling like water please
say don't leave god
don't think that
will survive
will die
will
float away.
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Amy E. Haid
The night of July 22 nd in a
middle-sized river town in Kentucky
Heavy, humid air-thick and sickening. She has large, dark eyes-a naive
temptress, with a lover's winestained lips. Hair in glossy strings—shining.
Thin white neck rises gracefully from thin white shoulders. "Pretty as a pic
ture," I think, sitting next to me on the porch, wearing gauzy white on a
summer's evening. Sweat beads on the nape of her neck—steaming under
warm, slack hair. I kiss her, delicious. A night such as this—steeped in the
chatter of insects. Children's laughter from two houses down, waifs playing
tag, sifting through the moist trees, shrieking, carelessly flinging their cries.
The languid breeze, like the slow river, packs around close as cotton,
smothering. Trees twitch their waxy leaves and groan. Last night we sat on
the cemetery hill under the stars and we talked about college next year, for a
while. I felt bad that her dress got grass stained and that her father yelled so.
I haven't told her, but I don't think I'm going to the college like we talked
about. She seems to have more faith in me than I do. She's a little angel.
Almost too good. She won't be able to understand why I've got to leave
here. I'd do her more damage if I stayed. You're restless when you re 18,
and nights like this just make it worse. Some people think summers fever is
swinging in the park as the sun slips away.
Just me. A thin housewife in my tight, sexy jeans and a tank top. Sunfreckles on my shoulders and barefooted, like when I was a kid. Hair pulled
back, gotta have it off my neck. The broken strands catch the light —the
light of the yellowed ceiling panel—standing in the kitchen of the trailer
drinking a beer. My trailer, any old beer. Yeah, 1 know myself real well.
Breathing is slow in this steamy air, stagnant 'cause the fan is broken. Damn
flies. They drive me crazy. Leaning back against the counter top, even the
linoleum feels warm and moist —feet slide a bit. I wonder whos on (.arson
tonight? Probably some fancy-shmancy actress from some long, boring
movie. We got the satellite dish hooked up last week, so I guess you can t go
wrong with 135 channels. The evening is looking up. I could be entertained
all night just flipping through them all. I hope this weather breaks soon —
then the kids will be able to sleep good. You'd think they d be worn out run
ning around in heat like this all day, but no. Some kids just never wear out,
but that all changes when you hit 23. After that, you wear out pretty quick.
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15 and in the park. 7 of us got wine coolers. My friends matter, sure-but
tonight only one of us really matters right now to me. O.K., he's thin, and
wiry too. His hazelnut hair always shines and scatters over his head, tossled
and honest. He's got an impish, mischievous, magnetic, and absolutely
charming grin. His forearms glow with a warm, buck tan, and glisten with
tonight's heat. All of us dash about feeling the buzz of the alcohol, the night,
and our youth. When you're 15... There's so much to him, I know it. He
holds such potential, he must. It's just a matter of hanging around and being
perceptive enough to catch it. We laugh rough and free, chasing each other
in some ruleless game, slipping and sliding in the thick, juicy grass. Some
times we catch ourselves. I'm glad the others are there and I can be safe in
my gripping intrigue-but despite our number I still feel transparent, a stage
performer. How can I talk to him? He'd never believe me.
Code Blue. The emergency room whips into a frenzy. Damnit-I was sup
posed to be out on the boat tonight, cruising up and down the river, a few 6
packs, a few good friends, my kind of music. But the boat sank the moment
they buzzed me on the beeper. Now this mess. It's a guy I used to know, we
were in elementary school together, we graduated FHS together in '78,
Doug Sharp. He's just the kind of guy you know forever but never even
know, partly because you never wanted to. Now the nurses in sweaty white
polyester swarm around him, looking annoyed at Doug for disturbing this
intolerably hot summer's night. I'm annoyed at him too-it's too hot a night
for me to be in here, let alone for him to cause such a fuss. Damn! The only
place I had any right to be tonight is on that river, cooling off in my bikini
with a brew doing J 5 mph. Who ever heard of an air conditioner breaking
down in a hospital of all places?! This proves it, there is no God. He looks
old-weather beaten face. They say he fell off a house while trying to patch
the roof. That's a damned stupid thing to be doing at nightfall. I wonder
what he's been up to since PHS-I wonder what they've all been up to? I
don t wonder too hard though, it'd be a bit depressing. Few ever made it out
of here. No use in dragging this out-just got to let the poor sucker go.
"Stop the CPR He must have ruptured a heart valve with that fall-the
blood is all down in his lungs-he drowned in it. Shit. He always was sort of
a dork, kinda slow upstairs-and there isn't an uglier name than Doug. He
was nice enough, I guess, just your average guy, but I went to med. school
and what did he do? Messed up my evening, that's what. I'd hate this job, if
I ever actually thought about it. I need a cigarette. Outside, kamikaze bugs
storm the streelight. A slow drag. Even that eerie blue fails to cast a coolness
in the baked streets. A plump mother hangs out of a window of a shabby
house across the street. She's squawking at her daughter 2 stories below.
I he little girl squishes the hot tar of the sidewalk cracks in between her toes.
Long ash, deep thought. Ill probably die in this town too-on a night such
as this.
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Susi Franz
Ocean City
A NNE'S place is nice. I stand in her kitchen and watch her answer the phone.
ilThe car smell hangs all around me, sticking to the back of my shirt,
my underarms, glossing my hair like heavy-duty hairspray. The odometer
broke 98,000 somewhere in Ohio before the speed limit locked in at fiftyfive in Pa. My car was made in the seventies, before the idea of fifty-five
ever made it to the turnpike. 640 miles is hard at fifty-five in a car like that,
with Philadelphia waiting at the end like some rotten fruit left under the
seat until the smell finally lets you know it's there. The road still moves
under my feet as I open her fridge and pull out a beer. Amstel Lite. She
must be watching that waist line, I figure as I force it open. Ninety-seven
calories never tasted so imported, smiles the label. Better than "DRINK ME"
in Alice's Wonderland.
"Kay?" she says laying the phone back in its cradle. "Find everything OK?"
"Yeah, the bathroom's nice, the kitchen's nice."
"You like it?"
"What does Mom think?"
That I should move back home," she says and opens the fridge smiling.
"You know, same old thing. She keeps on saying, Trenton's only across the
river and up route 1.'" Her hair is longer than it used to be, and lighter.
From behind, 1 wouldn't be able place her anymore, walking down a street
in Center City, buying fruit at a grocery store.
"Yeah," I say, "I think she still wants me to commute."
"From Ann Arbor?" says Anne. The hair falls over her face gently as she
reaches up for a glass, like someone put it there intentionally, like her kitchen
was full of invisible ladies in waiting. She is something now, my sister. She
fills up her kitchen like it was built around her.
"I moved," I say.
That's right," she says and it is not just the hair. It is not just the light beer
and the twenty-seven inch waist. It is something else.
"I can't stay long," I say to the pastel curtains that leave Chestnut Street
unable to look in on her matched dish towels, her Lite beer and her lightened
hair. "I have to pick up Sean in a few minutes. I just thought I'd stop in
before."
"I'm glad you did," she says. "Maybe we should talk a little." She shuffles
her feet against the smooth kitchen tiles. "I mean, before you pick up Sean."
"I'm late already," I say. "Maybe later."
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Anne is not really happy with that answer.
"Kay, at least listen to my side of this."
"Maybe on the way back." I say again. 1 finish the beer and stand the empty
on the linoleum counter. "I've got to go get Sean ."
"Fine," she says. She picks up the brown bottle and stashes it in a paper
bag under the sink. "Just believe me when I say I'm sorry about the whole
thing."
"Sure," I say.
"You'll stop by when you drop him off? Maybe the three of us should all
sit down together." This thought makes me want to toss up the beer, the
Wendy's burgers, and three states worth of rest stop coffee.
"Sure," I manage, "whatever."
I drive a big car, and the seat is one of those couch-like deals. I need it all
the way up if I want to reach the gas pedal. I look over at Scan crunched into
the scat next to me. His knees press against the glovebox, making his khakis
ride up enough to show unmatched, graying socks.
"I hate this car," he says. He looks out through the side window and
across to the bay. He must have just gotten a haircut because the space
around his ears is white and babyish.
"It's running OK considering," I offer.
"There's a 7-11 up here," he says still looking out the window into the
choppy bay. "I>et's stop." I watch him get out of the car and open the door
to the liquor store adjacent to the 7-11 as some kids spill out in black heavy
metal shirts and jeans. I want to tell them to put on a jacket or get some sort
of clue because no way are they even close to legal, and no fake I.D. in the
world could change anyone's mind about that. But then they cross the street
and leave my range of vision forever, off to try the penciled-over license at
another liquor store as they curse the politicians, the parents, the siblings
who fucked up and left them with a twenty-one drinking age.
"For you," says Sean with a grin as he crawls back into the Iront seat. He
hands me five packs of wackypacky stickers and a blow pop. Sour apple,
your favorite."
"For me," he says and pulls out a pack of Hohos, a bag ol Doritos and a
box of Chiclets.
"For later," he pulls out two six packs of Bud tallboys. The bag collapses
onto the floor. "Or on second thought," he says crumpling up the dead bag,
"for now." The can opens with a crack, the spray oft the top like surf.
"Beer is for sharing," he says as he hands me the first can and opens
another. "Remember this when you get to the gum in those wacky pat kies,
Kay. I get two."
"OK." The can of beer feels good in between my hands I look over at
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Scan, knees against the dash, feet dangling. I want to drink the beer because
I know it will make me feel better, but the feeling of dread I cooked up
somewhere between home and Anne's place and here has given birth to a
rock in my stomach that won't move. It doesn't rise in my stomach the way
vomit travels. It doesn't turn into the growl of a missed dinner. It just sits
until my palms start to sweat against the cold mist off the can.
"Sean-" I try.
Kay, he says and the windburn across his face goes crimson, "don't say
it. Let's wait."

"OK," I say.
"Hey," he says, "beer is for sharing, remember?" I look down at the can
balanced between my legs, the opening foaming white and the yellow beer
beneath it wavy. I look at Sean and take a long swig. 1 turn the key and the
big car's engine turns over with a vengeance. I tilt the can back again, low
tide in this batch-o-bud, I think to myself. I turn to Sean and the smile is less
forced than I would have guessed.
"Where to?" I ask.
It is cold in Ocean City and we wear sweatshirts and turtle necks when
we walk on the boardwalk. The ocean is darker now than it ever is in the
summer. There are a lot of things open, even now. We play miniature golf
at four different places, the bright colors on the obstacles faded and peeling
in the wind. I keep winning and we keep going back for more and each time
the stakes get higher until finally I tell Sean to just forget it because I win.
This is a bitter pill for Sean. We forget the tournament for a while and start
to look for things for me to bring back to my roommates. We walk through
the boardwalk stores looking at shells and kites and ugly muscle t-shirts. We
end up in fudge stores, again and again, the smell luring us out of the wind,
the sand off our shoes polishing the floors into driftwood as we walk in,
around and back out.
"Wouldn't salt water taffy be better?" I ask as we stand among the
counters of chocolates and bins of candies in Steele's Fudge, Ocean City's
finest. "I mean, this is going back to Michigan and all"
"Salt water taffy sucks," he smiles. "You grew up here, you remember." I
look down into the bins of taffy. The muted pastels of the candy behind the
wax-paper wrappings look wind burned and faded.
"Yeah, now I remember" I think of picking out the chocolate and the
watermelon because all the other flavors were bogus, of opening the wax
paper and licking the sticky colors and then wrapping them back into their
hazy blankets when I figured no one was watching.
"I hink of how gross the green ones were," says Sean.
"We used to put them up our noses and say they were boogers."
He smiles. "Just what your roommates need."

SUZI FRANZ
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Down on the beach it's windy, and we get sand in our eyes so much that
we make a tent out of the blankets to keep it out. With the waves blocked
out by the blankets we just hang out until we are not hanging out anymore.
It gets hot inside, and then it is like all the air has been used up. The mugginess breaks wide open as he digs through the pile of blankets and lets the
sand fly in again.
"Be careful with that one," I point to the top one, a nice velourish blanket,
gray and clean. "It's Anne's."
"Really?" he says.
"Yeah. I stopped in at her place before I picked you up."
Then he is down the beach, a log roll. He stops on the verge of the surf
and emerges out of the blanket wild and sandy.
Think I got sand on it?" He yells. 1 can barely hear his voice above the
crash and wind of the beach, but as I watch him wave the blanket around
like a surrender flag I picture how this weekend would have been if all the
stories about him, all the rumors about my sister, all the whispered
fragments of gossip hadn't made their way back to Michigan.
After we leave the 7-11, after we play three tournaments of miniature
golf and watch the waves through three layers of blankets, we drive around
with the beer and park at the end of a cul-de-sac by the bay and watch the
saltwater break over the wharf and smother the car. It turns into a game as
we work through the beer. Sean rolls down the window and tries to get it
back up before the wave hits. Usually, he doesn't make it in time and the
water rushes in through the half-open windows, soaking him, soaking the
black interior, just missing the tape deck or the radar detector. I yell at him
to cut it out but then I look over at his dripping hair and it doesn t matter. I
end up laughing. And no matter how many times I beat him in miniature
golf this weekend, he makes up his losses, blinking out the dirty bay water
with a half-empty can balanced on his lap.
"It's right up this way," says the man in the flannel shirt. I he three of us
ride up the ancient elevator that groans past four floors before warily open
ing up at the fifth. "Down that way," he points, "on the left. 507.
He hands Sean a red plastic key ring with two keys hanging limp off the
plastic. The one key is big, like out of a fairy tale. 1 he other is smooth and
scratched so that the color of it isn't really clear, as if someone had dropped
it on the boardwalk and let the sand file it down.
The outside key is the big one," says the man. I lock up when I m gettin
ready for bed. Usually around 11:30 or so. after the news." Sean looks
down at the keys and then at the man in the flannel shirt.
Thanks," he says.
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See ya, says the man. 1he elevator opens back up and groans down to
the first floor of the hotel. It is cold on this floor and the ocean smell over
powers the mildew, paint, dust smell just enough to remind you that this is
the Hotel Biscayne and not the Altoona Motor Lodge or a Duke's Inn along
route 77. The hotel feels empty and misplaced in the cold. Downstairs in
the lobby the rules for senior week and last year's summer rates are still
posted. In a few months the swarm of Main Line high school seniors will be
back and the dust smell is sure to be replaced by one of nailpolish and stale
beer. The only people here now are here for the duration, old men playing
cards on fold out deck chairs, sitting in the dirty lobby watching the 5:30
news, basketball clips and weather and crack houses in North Philadelphia.
'Hiyadoin " We turn from the geriatric elevator to a hunched over old
man shuffling his keys in the loose lock down the hall
"Pretty good, pretty good," says Sean. He wears a tan coat and black
socks look out from under his grey working pants.
"A little early for the sea shore," says the man to Sean. Maybe he wants to
wink but he looks at me and decides against it. "It's sure too cold for swimmin'," he says instead.
"Well, you never know," says Sean. He looks over at me and smiles.
Maybe I want to smile back but I look down at the drooping bag in my
hands instead and the man shuffles away. We know he is gone when we
hear the moan of the elevator taking him down to the local news in the lobby.
I hen there is nothing to do but open the door and go in the room.
I he Atlantic City Expressway is a fast piece of road. After the toll on the
Walt Whitman it is lanes and lanes of dotted lines, the black strip of
highway running out of Philadelphia, past the war zone of Camden and into
the wasteland of scrub pines that fill up the belly of the state. The expressway's
edges get sandier and rougher until it forks and turns and empties out into
the ocean. When you start seeing the liquor stores on both sides, one after
the other and all big, you know you are almost there. Ocean City is still a
dry town. The booze is all sold on the other side of the bridge.
We drive fast but the traffic moves even faster. I look over at Scan, stuffed
into the front seat like a bad wrapping job, a haircut and windburn in a plaid
shirt. I here is something in his face that makes me want to turn the car
around and open the door of the Hotel Biscayne all over again, open it up
and close the faded brown curtains and pretend like it isn't the beach, it isn't
me and Sean, and I never had a sister named Anne. His reflection sticks to
the inside of the car's dirty windows like it was trapped by a life sentence.
"Pull over," he says.
"What?"
Come on Kay, you heard me, pull over." He turns away, looking out into
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the scrubs. The window is covered with a film of saltwater. That is when
my hands start to shake and the car moves to the right, across three lanes
and onto the sand-ribboned edge of the highway.
"What?" I say and all I get is his back. "What. What. What." Then there is
nothing but the whir of the traffic, racing towards speeding tickets and
death, out of gambling hell and into traffic hell, faster and faster.
"It had nothing to do with Anne," he finally says. He looks away from the
filmy window and straight at me. The circles under his eyes are blackish,
tired. "But four years Kay, and all that driving. I just hated seeing it-"
"Sean, stop."
"You have to believe me," he says. "Kay?"
"Listen, Scan, I have 12 hours of driving ahead of me. You had all
weekend to tell me that."
"Kay?" he says, "you listen, OK." 1 cannot see his face, the whir of the traf
fic has gotten that loud. I roll down the window to break the mugginess
because it is like all the air in the car is gone. The air that comes in is cold
and full of diesel. The ocean smell is gone.
I used to go out with a guy named Sean who smiled whenever he got ner
vous. His friends call it his shit eating grin, and I guess if you go by that
you'd figure he dishes out a lot of shit. But that is not for me to decide
anymore.
When we broke up he was full of smiles. It was not too comfortable, I
guess, and he kept apologizing and apologizing for that smile, as if I hadn't
seen it how many times in the past four years. But the truth of the matter is,
the smile was a big deal. That smile made his face lie against all efforts from
the rest of his body. When I got in my car that time to drive away from
almost four years with the lover I first snuck into my mother's house at age
sixteen, the lover who taught me to drive twelve hours straight just to see
the lights of his city unfold like some glittering package in front of me, the
lover my sister had behind the pastel curtains of her second story apartment,
when I got in my car to drive away from him that day, that shit eating grin
stuck in the glare of my windshield and stayed. I could not have the car
without having Sean.
"Kay," he keeps saying.
There are an awful lot of those damn Taurus cars on the roads these days.
Too ugly to be trendy. Too expensive to be tacky like a Gremlin or a
Duster.
"Kay," he says again, "Come on."
"What do you think of that Taurus?" I say as another one rushes on
towards Philadelphia.
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"What?" he says. "Kay, have you heard anything at all? Anything?"
"They're worse than those Gremlin cars because at least the Gremlin was
like intentionally ugly." I look over at his plaid profile, mad now, and the
empty cans lying wedged under his sneakers. I try to picture him opening
Anne's fridge and pulling out an Amstel Lite.
"I'm sorry," he says. "I'm sorry you had to drive all this way."
"No," I hear myself saying, "it's OK, the drive was all right, really." Ahead
is a green mile marker. 67 it says.
"I want you to call me when you get in," he is saying. 47 miles from the
ocean. 34 miles from Philadelphia. 640 miles to Michigan. 78 Taurus cars
on the ride down. Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and now New Jersey
plates.
"Maybe we should get going," he says.
"Yeah."
In nine days I will have been sleeping with him for exactly four years
except we are not sleeping together anymore with the big fairy tale keys of the
Hotel Biscayne already sinking into that big pit we measure in time and let
fade. The dreams of hotel rooms and brown curtains break to the smell of
diesel and a 55 mph speed limit and cops with radar. What can I say to tell
you what that is like with scrub pines on all sides and the crushed up traffic
of his city waiting ahead?
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Campus Sohio
Hours: 8 - 8

Monday - Saturday

472-3310
Featuring Atlas Products
Ice
Cigarettes
Pop
We Accept Mastercard, Visa, Sohio, Discover

Pirates' Cove
100 Brooklyn Avenue, Gambier, Ohio
427-2152
PBX 5604
"But swift as dreams, myself /
found within the Pirates' Cove."
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
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THE SHOPPES
8:00 p.m. • 2:00 a.m.

mui
5298
5299
Our hand-tossed dough is the best in town!
You can taste the difference!
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